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Kim is the other director of
Dexters Recruitment. Kim
LOVES shopping and is even
happy doing other peoples
shopping for them. She lives
for her family and is looking
forward to meeting her first
grandchild in January. She also
loves her animals Reggie the
dog and Cooper the kitten.
She hates exercise but did we
mention she LOVES to shop!!!
So, the only exercise she likes
is walking from her car to the
shops. She loves to be
pampered and spoilt (don’t we
all). She loves all her different
flavours of gins having gone
through more than would like
to admit. Kim keeps up to date
with the ever-changing
employment legislation and
has a wealth of knowledge in
every aspect of recruitment.
She is otherwise known as Mrs
Google.
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“Now is the winter of our
discontent”
Welcome back to the September edition of our newsletter. Well
it appears that Autumn has hit us all with a bang! It is cold, wet,
windy and to top it all off, an increasing R rate, a decrease in
toilet roll availability and a reintroduction of restrictions. It does
indeed look like we are all in for a rough ride for the next six
months. With office staff just beginning to return to work, and a
large number being sent back to work from home again, as
well as restrictions now put back onto a struggling hospitality
sector, nobody really knows whether they are coming or going.
I think that we all know that even stricter restrictions will be
upon us again within weeks.
What does this mean for the job sector? With the end of the
furlough scheme in sight, Rishi has announced his ‘Winter Plan’
which includes the Job
Support Scheme. It is fantastic
that the government has
realised that many companies
still require help to retain their
staff in these difficult times
after the end of October, and
have attempted to come up
with a plan to stop a tidal
wave of pending redundancies. However the planned scheme
appears to be far from the answer.
With businesses that are already struggling to pay staff, asking
them to cut the hours of employees and pay a third of hours
that they have not worked seems very counter intuitive. Where
this scheme could be good news for an employee who would
otherwise be facing redundancy, we at Dexters struggle to see
how this would benefit the majority of employers. The ability to
retain staff through this crisis into next year is of course the goal
however keeping staff in viable jobs has to also be viable for
the employer. This of course would be beneficial for highly
skilled roles where future recruitment and training out weigh
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the benefits of paying out over the next six months for reduced
productivity. As we all know, this is a very niche sector.

I make a musical sound
when struck.

However as Shakespeare wrote, “Now is the winter of our
discontent” the next line expresses the idea that we have reached
the depths of our unhappiness and that better times are ahead.
Let’s hope that The Old Bard is right!

Change one letter and I am
the source of water.
Change another letter and I
am a dividing structure.
Change a further letter and I
am a strong intention.
Change one final letter and I
am a herb.
What was I and what did I
become?
The answer to last months
brainteaser was of course: Two
minutes and 28.5 secs. Well done
if you got it!

In the kitchen with the team!
Here we are again with our feature that brings insight to our teams
interests and hobbies outside of work. This month we are in the
kitchen with Ryan our Recruitment Manager! Gordon Ramsey or
Gordon Bennet, you decide.
Ryan is an avid cook and takes control of his kitchen at home
cooking for his family and friends. With so many of his fabulous
recipes to choose from, we are going to talk you through one of
his specialities, Ryan’s Red Thai Chicken Curry!

You will need:
1 x Red Thai Paste

Random fact that you
didn’t know you
needed to know!

2 x Coconut Milk
4 x Chicken Breast

Pregnancy tests date back to
1350 BC
Based on an ancient papyrus,
Egyptian woman urinated on
wheat and barley seeds to
determine if they were
pregnant or not. If wheat
grew, it predicted a female
b a b y. I f b a r l e y g re w, i t
predicted a male baby. The
woman was not pregnant if
nothing grew. An experiment
was conducted on this seed
theory in the 1960s and it was
accurate 70% of the time!
This may explain the
phenomenon of crop
circles….
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1 x Onion (chopped)
1 x Carrot (sliced)
2 x Red Peppers
(chopped)

Cook the chicken with a tiny amount of oil until all chicken appears
white and then remove from pan / wok. Add the paste to the same
pan / wok and heat for 2 minutes. Add the chopped peppers and
onions and continue to cook for another 2 minutes. Add the
chicken and mix in well to ensure all is coated in the paste. Finally
add the 2 tins of coconut milk and simmer for 20mins! (Only add 1
tin of coconut milk if you prefer it hotter). Serve with boiled rice.
What a wonderful way to warm up on these chilly Autumn
evenings. Yum!
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